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President’s Message
Dear HAS Members,
Big excitement!! We actually had our Feb. meeting, demo, and workshop in person.
Hopefully, Covid doesn’t resurge, and we can continue to meet in person through the
Spring. Please be kind enough to wear a mask for all our activities.
Read the newsletter for our featured artists in March and April. Because of Covid,
we will no longer take a lunch break at our meetings. Water and individual packaged
snacks will be provided. If you bring your own drink or coffee, please be sure that
you have a lid on your cup.
It is time to elect new officers for HAS; please consider serving on the board. New
members bring new ideas and new ideas keep our club vital. HAS has been in
existence for 68 years. We are the second oldest art league/society in Houston. Our
mission is to advance the study and appreciation of art in its various forms, and I hope
we can do that for many more years.
Our Spring Art Show is scheduled for Sat, April 23rd. The prospectus is on our
website. Click the black Prospectus button at the bottom of our Homepage or the top
of our Events Calendar to view and print it. Volunteers are needed to help set up on
Friday afternoon and on Saturday morning to help with take-in of art. We look
forward to seeing your beautiful artwork so start painting and plan to enter at least
three pieces of art. This makes for a great show and supports our club.
Find joy in creating,
Pat Waughtal, HAS President

HAS NEWS
Now that 2022 is here we
will be having our monthly
meetings,
demos
and
workshops in person. They
will be held in the Family
Center, at Memorial Church
of Christ, 900 Echo Lane,
Houston, TX 77024, from
9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m
We will not take a break for
lunch during the demo. The
demo will be over by noon.
Water and individually
packaged snacks will be
available on a table in the
meeting room.
Blue beauty 18x24, Watercolor, by: Susan Tsai

Masks are recommended for
the meeting.

At workshops, tables will be well spaced for social distancing and masks are
recommended but not required. Spaces are available and members can pay the $40
workshop fee on our website under MEMBERS ONLY.
Our Spring Art Show is coming up on April 23, 2022. You still have time to paint a
ribbon winning entry. Entering the HAS and other League shows is a good
opportunity to have your artwork seen.
You can find the prospectus for the Spring Show on the Houston Art Society
Website under documents: www.houstonartsociety.com/documents.html
Please check out “Houston Art Society Facebook Group” This is the place you can
post your artwork for all to see. If you would like to show the group what you have
been working on, please go to www.facebook.com/groups/2559207274124417 and
share your art with everybody!

Houston Art Society 2022 Program

Golden Coast 14x11, Oil, by: Pei Fan

Date

Demo/Workshop

Artist

Medium/Subject

March 21, 2022
General Meeting

Demo

Lynda Jung

Abstract -WC/Acrylic

March 28, 2022

Workshop

Lynda Jung

April 18, 2022
General Meeting

Demo

Cheryl Evans

April 23, 2022

HAS Spring Art Show

April 25, 2022`

Workshop

Cheryl Evans

May 16, 2022
General Meeting

Demo

Carolina Dalmas

May 23, 2022

Workshop

Carolina Dalmas

Watercolor Collage

Pastel

Demos are from 10:00 A.M.to 12:30 P.M. and Workshops are from 9:30A.M. to 2:30 P.M. Demos and Workshops are held
at the Memorial Church of Christ, 900 Echo Lane, Houston, TX 77024 in the Family Center unless otherwise noted.

Lynda Jung Artist
for March 21, 2022:
Houston Art Society is proud to present Lynda Jung, as its March 21,
2022, Demo Artist. Ms. Jung will be demonstrating Abstract WC/Acrylic techniques. She will also hold a workshop March 28, 2022.
Lynda Jung has a Bachelor of Fine Arts and Advanced Education degree
from Sam Houston State University. She is a retired art teacher, and
mentor of numerous student winners in juried art competitions
She is the owner of First Choice Art and Designers and a member of the
Watercolor Art Society Houston, Lake Houston Area Art Association,
and the Texas Watercolor Society. She is a top exhibit juried awards
winner in WASH, 2016 International Show, Lone Star Art Guild 2016,
Conroe 2016 Fall Best of Show Watercolor winner, and regional and
state competitions in watercolor, oil, acrylics and mixed media.
She is a gallery exhibitor, married, mother, great grandmother, has completed Glassell School of Art advanced studies, and
studied with numerous workshop mentors that have enriched her knowledge and developed her skills to create a portfolio
consisting of varied art renditions.
Lynda’s imagination, skill, and passion led her to explore the process in using color, value mastery, texture, and
experimental collage to create abstracts, impressionistic punk, floral, and scenic paintings. These include watercolor (her
preference), oil, acrylics and unusual mixed medium on yupo and various paper surfaces for exhibition, and considerations
for private acquisition and enjoyment. Lynda’s paintings may be found in numerous private collections, and Monster Head
Advertising Agency in Dallas.
“For me it is all about the art process and the unexpected challenges. As I develop my abstract paintings, I begin with color,
making variations in shapes, arrangements, imagery, brushstrokes, and figures which are supplemented by brilliant use of
colors to create an effect that an observer will find pleasing and challenging to interpret. You may also note a special blessing
on some paintings and my name which appears to be hidden.”

Cheryl Evans Artist
for April 18, 2022:
Houston Art Society is proud to present Cheryl Evans, as its April 18, 2022,
Demo Artist. Cheryl Evans will be demonstrating Watercolor Collage. She
will also hold a workshop April 25, 2022
Cheryl Evans is a producing artist and art educator. She received her BFA
at Stephen F. Austin State University where she concentrated on drawing
and painting and began her long love affair with watercolor. She received a
Master of Arts degree from University of Houston Clear Lake.
She was named Art Educator of the Year in 2012 by Texas Art Education Association. She spent 32 years
teaching in the public school system and continues to teach watercolor at Alvin Community College. Evans is
passionate about sharing her work and knowledge in workshops and demonstrations. She is a signature member
of the Watercolor Art Society- Houston, and continues to show and exhibit in Texas, nationally, and
internationally. Her work is in numerous public, corporate, and private collections the United States, Norway,
England, Mexico, and Japan.

HAS OFFICERS 2021 - 2022

Yosemite 10x8, Watercolor, by Karis Ibanez
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Art Challenge: 30 Paintings in 30 Days
By Artists Network Staff

Looking for a way to break out of an artistic rut or explore your creativity to
the fullest? Try a self-imposed, short-term art challenge.
By Kris Parins
I’d been procrastinating doing a formal
portrait of my old dog, but a quick
sketch from life captured his expression
in Jack (watercolor on paper, 7×5)
In 2016, I gave myself permission to
take a break from my painting career
and not feel guilty about it. My father
had recently passed away, and my
already tenuous painting routine was
broken by a busy travel schedule. I’d
also met some career goals and was at
a turning point.
While I appreciated the time off, as the
year grew to a close, I started to worry
that I had lost momentum and might not
be able to get back into a regular
painting habit. I felt that I needed to make painting a priority again, not something
I fit into the spare spaces of my life.
The Challenge
With 2017 on the horizon, I started to notice artists on Facebook mentioning “30
paintings in 30 days” challenges beginning in January, a kind of New Year’s
resolution for artists. This struck me as the perfect discipline to get back to
working steadily. As a former graphic designer, I knew that I did well with
deadlines.

Although I didn’t participate in any of the organized challenges, I outlined my own
parameters. I set up my art challenge to publish to an album on my Facebook
artist’s page and to my website; this created some built-in peer pressure to keep
me motivated.
While some of the online challenges had specific requirements, I created rules that
worked for me. These self-imposed guides would get me started and give the
painting series some consistency.
If you decide to try an art challenge, I’d encourage you to come up with your own
structure and rules based on what you’d like to get out of the month-long
experience. A good way to overcome the intimidation of facing 30 works is by
minimizing your daily choices.

The Prep Work
To get ready for my challenge, I set up a small palette with my chosen colors (see
Rule 4, below). I tore my paper into 6×8-inch pieces and penciled in 5×7-inch
borders. I wanted to be ready to go when it was time to paint instead of spending
valuable time getting ready.
Then I ordered precut mats, foam core
backing and clear sleeves. This way, I’d be
able to see my day-to-day progress in the
form of finished pieces.
I quickly set up Shine on Three
Apples (watercolor on paper, 7×5) as a still
life on my art table and completed it in
about an hour.

The Rules
Here’s where I started — and why I
decided to branch out midway through the
month.

1. Theme
from life only; no reference photos allowed
I exercised my observation and drawing skills by starting with subjects from life.
Later, however, I found that the small paintings were good studies for larger
paintings I had in mind. I allowed myself to use photo references when it came to
these pieces.
On days when I was short on ideas, I pulled paintings from my stash of unfinished
pieces and completed them. They counted as part of the art challenge — and I
reduced my “to-finish” pile in the process.
If you’re considering a theme, you might choose a genre (still life, portrait, animal,
landscape), a specific subject (self-portrait, your breakfast, a garden) or a way of
working (plein air, time limits, new materials), and experiment with different styles
and color combinations.
2. Size
5×7 inches
Starting small was fast and easy — initially. After the first dozen or so paintings,
however, I found that I was spending nearly as much time on a 5×7-inch piece as
I would have on an 11×15-inch quarter sheet. So, I allowed myself to indulge in a
few of the larger sizes, too.
Whatever size(s) you choose, consider using standard formats so that you can place
your works in ready-made mats and frames.
3. Paper
Arches 300-lb. rough
As the challenge progressed, I ultimately switched to 140-lb. cold-pressed. I found
that the 300-lb. rough surface became too restrictive; it didn’t allow for some of
the line work and detail I wanted.
Use the surface with which you’re most comfortable — or take the opportunity to
experiment with a new-to-you substrate.

4. Paint
Mission Gold (Mijello): cobalt No. 1, French ultramarine blue deep, aureolin
yellow and permanent rose
I selected this limited color palette because it’s quite versatile, can make dark darks
and creates lovely granulation. This was one rule I wasn’t tempted to break during
the month, although I did need a bit of burnt sienna at times.
A limited palette may help to take the guesswork out of your painting choices —
or may be too limiting depending on what you hope to achieve. For example, if
you’re using your art challenge as a time to experiment, you may want to work
with more colors, not fewer, to refine your color-mixing skills.
5. Brushes
No. 8 synthetic round with a good point
I believed that any detail I couldn’t capture with it was better left unsaid. But then,
sure enough, I wanted to work in greater detail, so I added a smaller brush to my
equipment list.
Choose what feels most comfortable to you depending on your challenge
specifications and goals.
6. Timeframe
flexible
I began with the commitment to paint in a quick, intuitive way, but in the end, the
actual time I invested in painting varied between 45 minutes and three hours.
Before long, I also realized that 30 paintings in 30 days didn’t mean that I had to
do one painting per day. Some days, I completed two or even three, other days
none.
Determine how much time you’re able to commit to your challenge, and be sure to
build in extra time for last-minute surprises on your calendar. It’s about progress,
not perfection.

7. Rules
made to be broken
If something wasn’t working, I didn’t hesitate to change things up — and you
shouldn’t either as you explore your creativity.

Lake Dreams (watercolor on paper, 10 1 2 x 14 1 2) was a plein air piece that I pulled
from my unfinished painting pile and completed to count as one of my 30 paintings.

The Follow-Up
Once each painting was completed, I photographed it and posted the image to the
designated Facebook album as well as to my website. Friends and fellow artists
followed my daily posts, commenting and offering encouragement.
Several of my art buddies were doing their
own 30-in-30 challenges, so we compared
notes and enjoyed the camaraderie.
I’m glad that I did the challenge; I found it
worthwhile in many unexpected ways. I even
sold a few of the paintings during the month!
Best of all, it had the desired effect of reestablishing my good painting habits.
To be honest, by the end of the month, the
obligation to produce quick work had
become a chore. Now that it’s over, I’m
happy to be able to go with the creative flow,
letting one project lead into the next —
without a schedule and a constant audience.
It was easy to bring the hanging flowerpot into
the studio to serve as a subject for My Annual Begonias (watercolor on paper, 7×5).
Lessons Learned





Painting becomes easier when it’s done more often. Beginning is the most
difficult part, but I found that if I didn’t sweat the subject matter and got started
first thing in the morning, I felt good about my creative self for the rest of the
day.



It’s not necessary to have a four-hour block of uninterrupted time to be
productive. Some days I’d steal 20 minutes here and 15 minutes there, all in the
interest of meeting my daily deadline, and I was OK with working that way.



Small paintings can take as much time and mental energy as medium-sized
ones. I concluded that I’d prefer to work no smaller than a quarter sheet.



I’m a studio painter at heart. Plein air can be exhilarating, but I work better in
the comfort and quiet of my own space.
Drawing is its own reward. After years of treating it as a means to an end, I
rediscovered the expressive joy of putting pencil to paper.
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5 Ways to Get Your Creative Groove Back
by Artists Network Staff

By Jean Haines
Do you ever feel like you’ve lost your motivation as an artist? These tips from renowned
artist Jean Haines can help you get your groove back — and keep it.

Racing Ahead (watercolor on paper, 11×23) by Jean Haines
Artists love painting. It’s in our souls. An ever-present hunger to create drives us with a sense
of urgency to express ourselves in our chosen medium. But what happens when our motivation
starts to fade or disappears entirely? It’s a real possibility. I’ve met many longtime artists who
no longer enjoy painting as they once did, even though they had successful art careers. Is it
possible to use up creativity?
I’m often asked how I keep my motivation and stay inspired in my own art practice. I think
I’ve been fortunate because I had the opportunity to study multiple forms of art. I began my
career as a botanical artist and eventually developed my own painting style, which has
continued to evolve over the years. This distinctive style and my general enthusiasm for the
watercolor medium have led to a busy schedule of workshop teaching.
Despite my hectic and exhausting schedule, however, I stay motivated by recognizing, then
prioritizing and balancing my creative and personal needs. Here are five tips to help you do
the same!

1. Be realistic.
As artists we put so much pressure
on ourselves to create (pressure and
motivation don’t quite mix).
There’s a huge amount of stress
involved in having to meet
deadlines
for
art
societies,
exhibitions, art galleries, even
writing or teaching. While a heavy
workload can be a good problem to
have, it can also be overwhelming
— affecting your very will to pick
up a brush. If painting becomes a
chore rather than a way to feed your
passion, the results will be reflected
in your work (and not in a good
way). Don’t take on too much at one
time or commit to deadlines that
you know will add unnecessary
stress and pressure to your life.
Approach painting, and your art
career, in a way that suits your
lifestyle. Be honest with yourself
about what you can (and can’t) do.
Set realistic goals and prioritize.
Monet’s Garden (watercolor on paper, 23×15) by Jean Haines
2. Try something new.
Take a break from your regular routine and paint something completely different every now
and then. For me, this usually means creating abstracts, trying out products I haven’t worked
with before, or intentionally selecting colors I would normally avoid. This element of
adventure always takes me right back to the beginning of my art career when everything was
new and exciting. The heady feeling of not knowing what might happen stays with me when
I return to more familiar ways of working, and I often gain knowledge that can be applied to
my new compositions.

3. Be selfish.
Set a period of time during
which you slow down and
paint
something
for
yourself, just because you
want to. It doesn’t matter
what the subject is or which
medium you use — just as
long as it’s something you
look forward to painting.
Make yourself finish the
piece
within
a
predetermined time limit.
That way you’ll feel like
you’ve achieved something,
even if you only painted for
30 minutes. After all, any
time spent painting to get
your motivation back is
better than not painting at
all.

Water Lilies (watercolor on paper, 15×11) by Jean Haines

4. Stay connected.
Even if you genuinely
don’t feel like painting,
that doesn’t mean you
have to stop enjoying
art. There are so many
ways to stay connected
with your craft, whether
looking at art-related
sites online or visiting
art
galleries
and
museums. Take some
time to study the Old
Masters, or explore
what’s new in the art
world. Learn how other
artists create and let
their passion reignite
your own. You’ll begin
to feel frustrated again,
not about a lack of
motivation but about not
having enough time to
paint.

Whispering Wisteria (watercolor on paper, 23×15) by Jean Haines

5. Go easy on yourself.
So many of us are guilty of putting
everyone and everything else in front
of our own needs. It took me years to
realize that I have choices. If I’m too
busy or too tired to create, there’s only
one person responsible — myself.
Never feel guilty about how or when
you pick up your brush, but try to find
a way to paint so that each creative
session is quality time spent achieving
results you can feel proud of. I
emphasize the word “you” for a
reason. Your time matters. Your wellbeing matters. You matter.
(HAS Editor’s Note: Notice how the right ear of the
cat is clipped across. In the rescue world this indicates
that the cat has been neutered or spayed. Whether this
was the artists intention or not I do not know, but I
thought it was interesting.)

Hypnotic (watercolor on paper, 15×11) by Jean Haines

Bonus! Try this at home.
Write an advice column for other artists.
Honestly, I can say that I wouldn’t change my career in any way, shape, or form. I love what
I do and am so passionate about painting that I wake each day eager to start creating in my
studio.
I try to follow my own advice and keep my enthusiasm and motivation high, always. This
positive attitude has flowed into every aspect of my life. It even prompted me to write two
books on the subject: Paint Yourself Calm (Search Press, 2016) and Paint Yourself Positive
(Search Press, 2019). Those projects were a huge leap of faith for me, but they’ve found their
way to many readers.
Now imagine that you have to write a column offering other artists tips on how to stay
motivated. What would your most valuable advice be? Then listen to yourself and follow your
own advice.
See more of Jean Haines’ work at jeanhaines.com or visit her online art school at
watercolourinspiration.com.
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8 Artistic Styles of Henri Matisse
by Courtney Jordan

If one is seeking creative inspiration, one need look no further than the artistic
output of Henri Matisse, one of modern art’s greats. He lived to be 84 and it
wouldn’t be all that far-fetched to say that he spent as much of those 80 plus years
steeped in art and creative making as he conceivably could. Let’s delve into eight
of the prolific artist’s styles, loosely linked to eras of time, to get the full scope of
his wide-ranging art.
Early Paintings
Study of a Nude by Henri
Matisse, 1899Matisse began
painting in 1889, near the edge
of 20. Though he started
relatively late in life (studying
to be a lawyer first) and only
by chance when his mother
bought him a set of painting
supplies to keep himself
occupied while bedridden,
recovering from appendicitis,
Matisse
soon
became
completely enamored with art.
He emptied his bank accounts
on one occasion to buy art
from the artists he admired.
The early works show Matisse
was inspired by many — Van
Gogh, Gauguin, Cezanne and
Rodin — though if there was
one painter above all who
would claim the lion’s share of
his devotion, it would be
Cezanne. That artist’s color sensibilities and compositional skill would inspire
Matisse extensively over the years. Many of the early paintings exhibit a
Divisionist style, with unblended patches of color apparent on the canvas, leaving

the color “mixing” to the eye. The work is also focused largely on form and
somewhat reserved and conventional in color and subject matter.
Growing Access and Influence

Vase, Bottle and Fruit by Henri Matisse, 1906In April 1906, Matisse met Pablo
Picasso, who would become a lifelong friend and foil when it came to art. The two
were often compared. In contrast to Picasso though, Matisse more often painted
from life and his figures were painted in more fully realized settings. Matisse came
to teach at the Académie Matisse in Paris, funded by wealthy friends, from 190711. He also became close with Gertrude Stein and her circle. Of Matisse’s work on
view at her weekly salon gatherings at 27 rue de Fleurus, Gertrude Stein
said: “More and more frequently, people began visiting to see the Matisse
paintings—and the Cézannes: Matisse brought people, everybody brought
somebody, and they came at any time and it began to be a nuisance, and it was in
this way that Saturday evenings began.”

Fauvism

It lasted a bit more than a decade and its heydays were from 1904-1908 with three
exhibitions that put its leaders, one of whom was Matisse, on the map. The Fauvist
style was known for its wild, uncontrolled color that had no basis in nature. The
application of the paint was thought to be raw and unrefined, the work of “wild
beasts,” which is where the term Fauvism derives.

Highest Highs and Lows

La Danse by Henri Matisse, 1910Matisse’s work in the 1910s is all about bright,
expressive color and planes of color with a particular attention to line. When
Fauvism fades, he’s well on his way, continuing to absorb the visual language of
Primitivism and African art, and travelling far and wide — from Algiers to Spain
and Morocco. In many quarters, his art is well received. Art critic Guillaume
Apollinaire calls his work “eminently reasonable” and he is part of the major
artistic movement taking place in Paris during the time. Many of his most famous
works are produced during this era. But simultaneous to painting masterpieces
like La Danse, Matisse is also forced to deal with critical scorn, difficulty selling
his work and, at the Armory Show in Chicago in 1913, having his painting, Nu
bleu, burned in protest.

Return to Order

The Music Lesson by Henri Matisse, 1917In 1917, Matisse moves his household
to Nice on the French Rivera. Like many post-World War I artists, Matisse pulls
back on extremism. He found comfort, it seems, in more relaxed, softer subjects
and depictions. Some critics called the works of this period decorative and shallow,
but Matisse was not alone — this pulling back was a phenomenon seen among
many artists of this period including Picasso and Stravinsky.

The Dance Continues

Large Reclining Nude by Henri Matisse, 1935In the 1920s, Matisse reengaged
with the art world at large, create many works in collaboration with artists
worldwide. The 1930s brought a renewed commitment and boldness to his
work. Large Reclining Nude was created and indicates where the next big thing for
Matisse is headed: simplified forms and cutouts.
Occupied Art

Still Life with Flowers and Fruit by Henri Matisse, 1947Matisse could have fled
France during the onset of World War II but chose to stay and as a non-Jewish
citizen he was able to do so relatively safely. “It seemed to me as if I would be
deserting,” he wrote to his son, Pierre, in September 1940. “If everyone who has
any value leaves France, what remains of France?” Matisse continued to make art
and was, surprisingly, able to display his work during this time. He also worked
as a graphic artist, creating black and white book illustrations and some hundred
lithographs.
The Cutouts

La Gerbe by Henri Matisse, 1953In the early 1940s, after surgery, Matisse again
discovered a love for an art form while convalescing. This time, with paper and
scissors, creating cutouts and collages that would eventually replace painting
completely for the artist. These started on the small scale but eventually came to
occupy entire rooms as full-size cutout murals. Matisse finished his last painting
in 1951 and the cutouts were the last artworks he ever made.

Lone Star Art Guild

Anthony McMorris - Home Art League: NWAL -Dimensions: 30 x 40 - Materials: Acrylics on Canvas

LSAG News:
LSAG Spring Meeting Minutes
March 6, 2021 - 10 am
IMPORTANT: Please submit any names, contact information and bios for judges you want considered by
emailing those to me at OLLIESCHILLER@yahoo.com. Solicitation for judges closes on March 31, 2021.
CALL TO ORDER:
The meeting was called to order at 10:12 am by Ollie Schiller, President of LSAG. Brenda Bowman was asked
and agreed to record meeting minutes.
ZOOM PROTOCOL:
Protocol for the zoom meeting was established prior to beginning the meeting, including muting for background
noise and raising hands to speak. Stephanie Clark will monitor the chat box for discussion.
ROLL CALL:
Present: Art League of Baytown; Art League of Fort Bend; Brenham Fine Arts League; Houston Art Society;
Imperial Art Alliance; Livingston Art League; Lufkin Art Guild; National Society of Artists; Northwest Art
League

Absent: Conroe Art League; (Coldspring-dropped); Lake Houston Area Artists; Tomball Art League; Woodlands
Art League
Quorum: As 9 of 13 leagues were represented, a quorum was established. Additionally, two- thirds majority is
in attendance for voting.
TREASURER’S REPORT:
Polly Ward, Treasurer, reported that basically no money has been spent since the Fall meeting. There is
approximately $14,000 in the bank. Membership dues have been billed and received from leagues, and the deposit
was returned by the convention center following a decision to cancel the in-person convention. Minor costs such
as continuation of the website domain have been the only expenses. Alice Van Farrow clarified that she had been
removed from the bank account. That account was cancelled and a new one established in April 2018. Three
officers are listed as signatories on the account. ACTION: The Treasurer report was accepted as presented.
Following election of officers, the Secretary will be added to the account.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Bylaws Committee
A request was made to override the bylaws through June 2021 with regard to the annual convention and the
restrictions related to the pandemic. Also, a recommendation was made to hold the Livingston Art League
amendments in abeyance until July 2021. At this time, the Bylaws need a full, larger scale evaluation. ACTION:
A motion was made and seconded to override the bylaws that pertain to the annual convention. It was noted that
the Livingston Art League was prepared to go forward with 8 amendments, but will hold to allow for a more indepth review. The actions were approved as presented.
Show Committee:
It was noted that a previous volunteer had to step down as committee chair; Ollie Schiller agreed to lead the
committee for the spring show. A new committee has been named and they have been meeting since January 26,
2021 almost weekly via zoom. Apologies were extended to two committee volunteers, one of whom was
inadvertently missed from the Fall meeting and one whose schedule did not mesh with meeting days for the rest
of the committee.
An evaluation of three different electronic show platforms was conducted following the vote to move forward
with an electronic show at the Fall meeting. The three platforms were ArtCall, CaFE’ Express and a hybrid using
the current LSAG data base and a virtual component. ArtCall was chosen due to its professional nature and ease
of use. ALFB had used the data base for its Fall show and offered help cloning some of the information for LSAG
use as well as coaching for individual leagues.
The show date was moved to June 19 to allow more leagues time to hold their Spring shows. A member spoke in
favor of ArtCall from a security standpoint, as ArtCall allows individual artists to enter their work and pay directly
as opposed to sending
The show timeline is as follows:
Open ArtCall for LSAG entries
Deadline for league show data entry into LSAG website ArtCall closes for LSAG entries
June 4-10, 2021 verification of qualified entries
Judging begins
LSAG Show and requested zoom critique
photos with payment to one source.
May 1 May 25 June 4 June 4-10 June 11-18 June 19

On the day of the show, previously requested 3 minute/per person zoom critiques will be allowed from 10:0012:00 noon with a 30-minute break from 12:00-12:30. Critiques will resume at 12:30-2:30 assuming critiques to
fill this time are requested. Critiques not pre- requested may be allowed as time permits.
It is important to note that LSAG sanctioned show procedures remain the same. Divisions and Categories remain
the same. Eligibility requirements remain the same. Artists who have qualified from a previous show but are not
currently a member of a league must join another league to enter. League membership is due to LSAG by May 1.
Qualifying entries will be verified via the currently LSAG database prior to the show. It is critical to for each
league to post their show date on the LSAG website. League shows are open to all artists if their league is a
member of LSAG.
Ribbons / Cash Awards were discussed with the suggestion to spread the prize money among winners. The
committee previously discussed ribbons and cash awards for “Best ofs” and first place winners with a suggestion
that with a $7 entry fee, the prize awards would remain the same and ribbons distributed. However, with a $10
entry fee, prize awards could include $50 for each first place winners with cash awards for Bests remaining the
same. Ribbons would be distributed accordingly. A sliding scale based on the number of entries per category was
also presented, i.e.; 1-5 entries – ribbon only; 5-19 entries - $50 with first place ribbons; more than 20 entries $100 with first place ribbons. Financials have been reviewed and as there is no convention hall or food this year,
there is additional money available for cash awards. There will be costs associated with ArtCall and processing
fees.
ACTION: Members thought a simple award structure would be less problematic. Consensus was to charge $10
per entry and simplify the awards structure as much as possible.
The committee has suggested that only one judge be secured to simply the judging process in ArtCall. The judge
will be paid a little more based on the complexity of electronic judging and the time required to judge the show.
A request for judges was sent to each league and to date there has been no feedback. To qualify, a judge must not
have judged an LSAG convention or league show in the past 2 years. Technology experience is a plus (judging
or teaching online).
ACTION: Leagues were asked to forward names for potential judges as soon as possible for consideration.
A question was raised as to whether there will be a reception following the show. It is unlikely that this will occur
this year, though there are hopes that more face-to-face gatherings can occur in the future. The show committee
will continue to look at ways to have a reception if possible, such as having the “Best of” winners displayed
following the show.
OLD BUSINESSELECTION OF OFFICERS – 2021-2022
A slate of proposed officers was presented as follows:
President – Ollie Schiller
1st Vice President – Polly Ward
2nd Vice President – Marcie O’Neall
3rd Vice President – Stephanie Clark
Secretary – Brenda Bowman
Treasurer – Carol Faviell
Historian – Golda Radar
All proposed officers have agreed to serve if elected. There were no nominations from the floor. ACTION: A
motion was made and seconded to accept the slate of officers as proposed. The action was approved as presented.
Officer terms will begin July 1.

NEW BUSINESS
Going forward, Ollie noted she would like to increase the number of league meetings per year to three, adding
one in July. Additionally, the new Board will meet approximately every 6 weeks to accomplish more, i.e. an indepth bylaws and website review. There may need to be consideration as to whether LSAG becomes primarily a
virtual organization. Most meetings going forward may be conducted virtually to save travel to a meeting location.
ACTION: One additional meeting will be scheduled for July to continue the momentum and add continuity to
accomplishing our goals. Committees will be assigned to plan for the year ahead.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, a motion was made and seconded and the meeting was adjourned at 11:42 a.m.
Respectfully submitted:
Brenda Bowman LSAG Secretary-elect

The Lone Star Art Guild

will be revamping their Website to make it more user friendly. Please
stand by for its unveiling in the near future.
To enter your paintings in the Lone Star Art Guild database, go to www.lonestarartguild.org to create your profile.
This website is not very user friendly. You will need to do the following: Go to the tab “Shows” then “Enter”
then go all the way to the bottom of the page and in the grey box, click on “Click here to go to the Database”.
Enter your email address and the password which is “password” to log in to where you can enter all your
information. You can change your password at this time to anything you want (write down this password so you
do not forget it) and start entering your paintings into the system.

The May 2021 Lone Star Art Guild Convention Show was a success in 2021. The
show was virtual and is still able to be viewed on the “Art Call” Website. Web Gallery | LSAG 2021 Show
(artcall.org). Congratulations to Bob Shepherd, BFAL on Pixie Chicks #1 being selected as Best in Show.

LSAG Facebook Page
To access the Lone Star Art Guild Facebook Page go to:
https://www.facebook.com/pg/lonestarartguildorg/posts

